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OVERVIEW: '™™™9902483

Research activity of the Department of Theoretical Physics concerns theoretical high - en-
ergy and elementary particle physics, intermediate energy particle physics, theoretical nuclear
physics, theory of nuclear matter, theory of quark - gluon plasma and of relativistic heavy
- ion collisions, theoretical astrophysics and general physics. There is some emphasis on the
phenomenological applications of the theoretical research yet the more formal problems are
also considered. The detailed summary of the research projects and of the results obtained in
various fields is given in the abstracts.

Our Department actively collaborates with other Departments of the Institute as well as
with several scientific institutions both in Poland and abroad. In particular members of our
Department participate in the EC network which allows mobility of researchers. Several mem-
bers of our Department have also participated in the research projects funded by the Polish
Committee for Scientific Research (KBN). The complete list of grants is listed separately.

Besides pure research, members of our Department are also involved in graduate and un-
dergraduate teaching activity both at our Institute as well as at other academic institutions in
Krakow. At present five PhD students are working for their degree under supervision of the
senior members from the Department. In the last year we have completed our active partici-
pation in the educational TEMPUS programme funded by the European Communities. This
programme has in particular allowed exchange of students between our Department and the
Department of Physics of the University of Durham in the United Kingdom. In 1998 we joined
the SOCRATES - ERASMUS project which will make it possible to continue this exchange.
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Selfconsistent Solution of Galitskii-Feynman Equations
at Finite Temperature

P. Bozek1'2
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We solve the in-medium T-matrix equation at finite temperature including the off-shell
propagation of nucleons. In this way a self-consistent spectral function for the nucleons is
obtained. The results are compared to a calculation using the quasiparticle approximation
in the T-matrix equation. Also the effective in-medium cross sections for the two cases are
compared.
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!°" The space-time development of a quark-gluon plasma is calculated from a Vlasov equa-
| tion for the distribution function of quasiparticles with medium dependent masses. At each
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space-time point the masses are calculated selfconsistently from a gap equation, whose form
is determined by the requirement that in thermal equilibrium and for a range of temperatures
the energy density of the quasi-particle system is identical to the one from lattice calculations .
The numerical solutions of the Vlasov equation display confinement. Relations to effective the-
ories like that by Friedberg Lee and Nambu-Jona-Lasinio are established [1]. The stability of
an expanding parton plasma is analyzed within quasi-particle models. At thermal equilibrium
the stability is studied within thermodynamics (mechanical stability) and via a linear response
analysis of the Vlasov equation. The instabilities related to a first-order phase transition are
found. For a plasma expanding in three and one dimensions far from equilibrium a new type of
instability, called dynamical, appears. The relation to cluster formation is shown in a molecular
dynamics calculation.

Reference:

1. P. Bozek, Y.-B. He, and J. Hiifner, Phys. Rev. C57 (1998) 3263.
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p — <jj Mixing Effects in Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions

W. Broniowski and W. Florkowski

We have shown that even moderate excess of neutrons over protons in nuclear matter, such
as in 208Pb, can lead to large p-oj mixing at densities of the order of twice the nuclear saturation
density and higher. The typical mixing angle is of the order of 10°. The mixing may result in
noticeable shifts of the positions and widths of resonances. We also analyze temperature effects
and find that temperatures up to 50 MeV have practically no effect on the mixing. The results
have relevance for the explanation of dilepton production in reletaivistic heavy-ion colisions.

7T7T Decay in Nuclear Medium
W. Broniowski, W. Florkowski, and B. Hiller1 PL9902487
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We have calculated the width for the w —•> nn decay in nuclear medium. Chiral dynamics
and low-density approximation are used. At densities around twice the nuclear saturation
density we have estimated the partial width for the decay of the longitudinal mode to be of
the order of a few tens of MeV, and for the transverse mode a few times less. These values are
significantly lower than other estimates in the literature.
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We have shown that the constituent quark model leads to simple expressions for the isoscalar
and isovector tensor susceptibilities of the vacuum. The values found are negative and of mag-
nitude compatible with QCD-sum-rule parameterizations of spectral densities in appropriate
L = 1-meson channels.


